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Abstract
A growing body of evidence shows that electronically monitoring offenders is effective for reducing the costs of overcrowded prisons. However, the effectiveness of electronic monitoring technology to reduce recidivism is poorly understood. The aim of this investigation is to assess the relationships between recidivism rates and electronically monitoring offenders using a secondary data analysis. The analysis conducted and was aimed to answer the following questions: Is there any relation between electronic monitoring devices and reducing recidivism rates among offenders? Is there any relation between technological advances of electronic monitoring on recidivism? Are the technological advances of electronic monitoring devices a form of disruptive innovation in government? Aggregate data sets from the Florida Department of Corrections Bureau of Research and Data Analysis Community Supervision section were used to generate quantitative data to analyze the associations between recidivism rates and electronically monitoring offenders from 2005 through 2007. With aggregate data, associations can be measured among groups of offenders sentenced with and without electronic monitoring and comparing other group information on a risk factor with the recidivism rate as an outcome. As a result, the outcomes of this research showed:

a. That electronically monitoring offenders does not significantly reduce recidivism and
b. Electronic monitoring technology is an example of disruptive innovation in government.
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Overview and Objectives
This pilot research study evaluated the impact of electronic monitoring tracking devices used by correctional agencies in the states of Florida to monitor offenders on community supervision. This work is designed to yield data to measure recidivism rates among offenders placed on community supervision with and without electronic monitoring, and how technological advances of electronic monitoring devices illustrate disruptive innovation in government.

Specific Aims and Hypotheses
The efforts to reduce overcrowding in jails and prisons and reduce recidivism now involve community corrections programs with electronic monitoring devices. The use of electronic monitoring is now favored in many states correctional system because of its cost-effectiveness and practical solution to incarceration. Although correctional departments have shown a reduction in costs by electronically monitoring offenders on community control, few data exist to document its efficacy of reducing recidivism. This research study evaluated the effectiveness of electronically monitoring offenders in the state of Florida. While yielding data to measure recidivism rates among offenders placed on community control, the study also illustrates how electronic monitoring technology is an example of disruptive innovation in federal prisons.

Specific Aims
i. Conduct a comprehensive literature search for relevant published articles and studies on recidivism rates, technological advances of electronic monitoring and examples of disruptive innovation in government. Sources for finding articles included electronic databases; review of bibliographies of relevant published articles, government and nongovernment reports. Review the literature thoroughly on recidivism, electronic monitoring and disruptive innovation in government.

ii. Design a case-control study and define a sample from the prison population as cases and controls using predictor variables and outcome variables that pertain to recidivism rates, electronic monitoring spending and cost per prisoner.

iii. Identify database(s) that include the chosen predictor and outcome variables and review and become familiar with
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Background and Significance

Federal prisons have experienced an unprecedented increase in the number of incarcerated offenders for the past two and a half decades. There was an 80 percent increase in the prison population from 1990 to 2000 [3]. In 2008, an all time high number of 2.3 million people were behind bars. The well-intentioned tougher sentences of “three strikes” laws, and “mandatory minimums,” have increased the number of offenders incarcerated in the Florida prisons. The high costs of incarceration now trump higher education costs in some states [4]. The Pew Research Center estimates the nation’s yearly cost of incarceration to be about 50 billion dollars. The more offenders in prison the more money the state has to pay to house, supervise and rehabilitate them each year. The costs of incarceration come out of the state’s primary pool of discretionary dollars. This means for every dollar spent on incarceration, less money is spent on education and social services. The money to pay for all of these services comes out of the same general discretionary fund.

Florida prisons have been charged by the state to reduce correction costs. “Florida law permits the court to order electronic monitoring for any convicted offender who is placed on probation or community control or as post-release supervision” (The Florida Senate, 2011). Pew Charitable Trusts (2009) estimates the average daily cost of incarcerating a federal prison in 2008 was $78.95. Schmitt, Warner & Gupta’s research (2010) shows the cost of a community surveillance program without electronic monitoring is about $3 to $10 per day. Klein-Saffran’s research [5] shows the cost of community surveillance with electronic monitoring is approximately $13.50 per day. Electronically monitoring offenders would relieve the state of a huge financial burden. The Florida Department of Corrections published the 1995-1996 annual report which showed the age group of 18 to 24 years old comprised the largest percentage of offenders released on community control. The most common types of offenses among this age group are violence and drugs. About 35 percent of these offenders were placed on community control without electronic monitoring, 36 percent of them were placed on Radio Frequency (RF) electronic monitoring, and 29 percent of them were placed on Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) electronic monitoring. Offenders under the age of 18 and over 40 had the smallest number of placements in all three programs. The 2004-2005 annual report showed similar results for this age group. However, sexual offenders comprise the largest group for being placed on Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) electronic monitoring, about 29 percent according to the Florida Department of Corrections [6].

Electronic Monitoring History

Electronic tracking devices date back to 1919 to track cargo being transported to other states and overseas, but not for tracking humans. The idea of using electronic monitoring to monitor offenders began in 1964 by Ralph Schwitzgebel, in particular to monitor offenders. It was first implemented by the Department of Corrections in the 1980’s [5]. A federal prison in Palm Beach County, Florida began using Radio Frequency (RF) in 1984 to monitor offenders under house arrest. Offenders wear a small transmitter that communicates by radio signals. The cost to monitor an offender using radio frequency devices is about $1.97 per day (Florida Senate, 2011). Another type of device that uses radio signals is the Global Positioning System (GPS). Offenders wear an ankle bracelet that contains the GPS monitoring system. The passive and active GPS systems were used on offenders from 2003 to 2006. The cost to monitor an offender with a GPS device is about $4.00 per day. Monitoring offenders electronically has increased dramatically since 1980. This method of monitoring has saved the states millions of dollars each year. The 2006 report by the Florida Department of Corrections shows radio frequency monitoring was used from 1993 to 1998. From 1999 to 2006 the placement pendulum swung from radio frequency to global position monitoring (GPS). A report by Klein-Saffran [5] states it costs $13.50 per day to put a federal offender on an electronic monitoring program. Pew Charitable Trusts (2009) estimates the average daily cost of incarcerating a prisoner in 2008 was $78.95. That means a savings of $65.45 per prisoner per day. The question is how accurate and reliable are these devices and how effective is electronic monitoring for reducing recidivism?

Recidivism

The criminal justice community defines recidivism as criminal behavior after being convicted, punished, rehabilitated and released. In other words, repeat offenders are known as recidivists. Another term used for criminal recidivism is habitual offenders. Someone who has committed two or more felonies or numerous misdemeanors will be labeled as a habitual offender. Recidivism is short for repeated or habitual criminal behavior. The increased prevalence of recidivism reflects the increased number of people in prisons, therefore recidivism is proportionate to increased prison population. A national recidivism study published in 1983 and 1984 tracked release prisoners in 15 states for three years. The findings from this study showed two-thirds of those prisoners released in the U.S. were rearrested and re-incarcerated for new crimes within three years. Recidivism rate was up by 5 percent since the prior national study in 1983. Offenders with the highest re-arrest rates are robbery, violence, burglary, drugs and weapons offenses. Prisoners with the lowest re-arrest rates are

sexual and murder offenses. However these offenses are treated much differently than other types of offenses and they make up a small percentage of the prison population. The over all findings of the study showed 30 percent of offenders released from prison were reincarcerated within six months, 44 percent reincarcerated within a year, 59 percent within two years, and 67 percent near the end of three years [7]. The Bureau of Justice Statistics reports that 16 percent of one million prisoners nationwide released on parole supervision in 2007 were reincarcerated during that same year. What we don’t know is how many of those offenders were monitored electronically and those that were electronically monitored what was the cause for recidivism.

**Disruptive Innovation**

Disruptive innovation is defined as innovation that is highly revolutionary or discontinuous nature, in which customers embrace new paradigms in favor of the old [8]. Instead of sustaining or making incremental improvements to existing technologies, disruptive innovation applies new technologies, or combinations of technologies, to market new opportunities [9], that produce new products, services or business models. These innovations bring different value propositions to new market contexts that did not need all the performance offered by incumbents [8] After taking root in a simple, undemanding applications, disruptive innovations inexorably gets better until they “change the game” (Gharajedaghi 1999), displacing established incumbent organizations. Ahuja and Lampert [10] have expanded on those ideas by showing how technological breakthroughs can lead to potentially disruptive innovations and how it can be developed though exploring: ‘novel technologies’, ‘emerging technologies’, and, ‘pioneering technologies’. Disruptive innovation is prevalent in industry and some areas of government such as education, healthcare, and social services. Disruptive innovation has not been addressed in the US Department of Justice though it clearly exists. A prime example of electronic monitoring and disruptive innovation in prisons is in Rock County jail in Florida. Rock County had plans to build a 56 million dollar extension to the overcrowded county jail. Their plans were cancelled when electronic monitoring program led to a significant decline in the prison population and the occupancy fell far below capacity and saved the county 56 million dollars [11]. Wood [11] indicates that these innovative technologies force the criminal “to monitor himself...effectively outsourcing the role of prison guard to prisoners themselves”. How did the introduction of low-cost monitoring device technology disrupt the traditional incumbent role of the U.S. prison system?

Community Control I is a form of intensive supervised custody in the community, including surveillance on weekends and holidays, administered by officers with limited caseloads. It is an individualized program in which the freedom of the offender is restricted within the community, home or non-institutional residential placement, and specified sanctions are imposed and enforced. As with probation, violation of any community control condition may result in revocation by the court and imposition of any sentence which it might have imposed before placing the offender on community control supervision. Many of the offenders who are placed on community control are prison diversions. Community Control II uses electronic monitoring as an enhancement to community control and continues to receive judicial approval. Electronic monitoring exists in all twenty (20) judicial circuits in the state of Florida. These units are monitored on a 24 hour a day basis by private vendors who immediately report all violations to probation staff for further investigation. So the question is whether delivering less to more people through community control II is just as effective as community control I. What are the tradeoffs in terms of quality of community supervision and recidivism rates. The main objectives for finding ways to ease overcrowding in prisons and reduce recidivism are driven by economic and political pressures. The innovation of electronically monitoring offenders might turn out to be an inferior way of reducing recidivism and may even compromise the safety of the community. The electronic monitoring system is an example of disruptive innovation in government by delivering less direct community supervision and rehabilitation services to more offenders [12].

This pilot study also evaluated electronic monitoring technology subject to disruptive innovation. For the purpose of this study, disruptive technologies are defined as technologies that enable a product to have features suitable for new business models but leads to disruptive innovation as described by Tellis [13]:

New technology initially underperforms the dominant one along the dimensions mainstream customers in major markets have historically valued.

Has new technology has other technical performances that new or non-consumption customers’ value.

Products based on disruptive technology are typically cheaper, simpler, smaller, or more convenient than those established on dominant technology.

**Methods**

**Overview of design**

The objectives of this study is to

a. Identify prisons that use electronic tracking devices to monitor low-level offenders and collect data on recidivism and type(s) of electronic tracking devices used;

b. Evaluate and compare the use of electronic monitoring devices with traditional release programs and

c. Evaluate the hypotheses that electronic monitoring technology is an example of disruptive innovation in government and the tracking devices do not manifest a significant reduction in recidivism.

The specific aims of this study are pursued through a secondary data analysis using aggregate data sets. With aggregate data, associations can only be measured among these groups by comparing group information on a risk factor with the rate of an outcome. The advantage of aggregate data is its availability. The major drawback is the fact that associations are especially susceptible to confounding variables. Groups tend to differ from each other in many ways, not all of which are causally related. Furthermore associations observed in the aggregate do not

necessarily hold true for the individual. Aggregate data will be used to test the plausibility of new hypotheses.

Data Collection

Aggregate datasets from the Florida Department of Corrections (FDOC) were used to determine the impact of electronically monitoring offenders and recidivism. The Florida Department of Correction’s Offender Based Information System (OBIS) is a data management system of offenders under its jurisdiction. The aggregate data provided group information about community control for offenders from year 2005 through year 2007 with and without electronic monitoring. Florida Department of Correction’s authorities use this data to monitor and document activities of offenders on community control. To measure recidivism and account for effects of factors known to influence recidivism rates, the FDOC data contains information about type of offenses, sentencing and monitoring. Releases subsequent to a return to prison for technical violation of supervision conditions are not treated as additional releases, because this would artificially lower the recidivism rate.

Measurements

Secondary data analysis was used to answer the following research questions:

1) Was there any relation between electronic monitoring devices and recidivism among low-level offenders?
2) Was there any relation between technological advances of electronic monitoring on recidivism among low-level offenders?
3) Are the technological advances of electronic monitoring devices a form of disruptive innovation in government?

Results & Conclusion

Research results showed the following:

i. Electronic monitoring does not significantly reduce recidivism; and

ii. Electronic monitoring technology is an example of disruptive innovation in government.

The finding that many offenders report electronic monitoring to does not significantly deter criminal behavior is unquestionably noteworthy. However, establishment for the veracity of these self-proclaimed reports that truly reduce criminal conduct has to be done. Results of outcome evaluations have are limited by the methods they utilize, making any firm conclusions regarding their merits difficult to ascertain. Differences in outcome indices examined, risk levels of offenders included, supervision regimes and incorporation of program components, also create multi-studies comparisons difficult, thus having equal importance in defining the relative “success” of EM programs. Recidivism and release violations could also be reviewed to determine commonly addressed outcome measures.
Potential Problems/Biases

The empirical assessment of the effect of EM on offender outcomes was limited to medium- and high-risk offenders, which we were able to distinguish from low-risk offenders based upon FDOC's risk classification in OBIS. Two groups of offenders were identified, first, those placed on EM at some point in their community supervision (the EM or “treatment” group), and second those offenders who were supervised without the use EM technologies (non-EM or “control” group). The data has three limitations, none of which should impair their use in this study. First, some inmates released from prison in Florida who commit subsequent felonies are sentenced to local jails rather than returned to the FDOC’s jurisdiction. FDOC [6] estimates that including jail data would raise reoffense rate estimates by only 1.2 to 1.6 points at three years after release. Second, inmates released out-of-state are excluded. Based on an analysis by the Bureau of Justice Statistics (Langan and Levin, 2002), FDOC estimates that including out-of-state releases would raise reoffense rate estimates by 0.85 to 1.3 points at five years after release. Third, inmates who die subsequent to release are not excluded from the analysis, but excluding them would have a negligible effect on rate estimates according to FDOC. The only way these data limitations could bias results from this analysis is if the likelihood of jail sentences for new offenses, out-of-state releases and reconvictions, or post-prison death are different for public and private prison inmates. It is not anticipated that these factors should not differ between the monitoring and comparison groups analyzed for this study.

To ensure that offenders in the control group were similar to those in the monitoring group, the population for this study consisted only of prisoners released since 2002, as valid and reliable EM monitoring data were not available prior to this period. The population from which the monitoring and comparison groups were drawn includes only offenders who were admitted to prison after December 31, 2001. As a result, this study does not include offenders with longer sentences who were directed to EM monitoring. Still, the study captured the vast majority of offenders released in 2005 who were directed to EM monitoring given that only percent of the releasees from 2005 were admitted to prison prior to 2002.

Early reviews of empirically-based outcome evaluations that have used recidivism rates as the criterion interest generally suggest that offenders who are electronically monitored have the same or similar conditions to offenders sentenced to more restrictive sanctions [14].

Nonetheless, it is generally conceded that this conclusion is tentative at best given that most of the initial evaluations suffered from several methodological limitations, with particular reference being made to low-risk volunteer’s reliance, small sample sizes, and use of random assignment failure [14]. Results that contradict with each other may have been the result in the varying definitions of recidivism [14,15]. Unfortunately, early evaluations methodological problems also characterize outcome studies nearly 20 years after the implementation of EM programs (Bonta et al [16]), findings from researches that sought to address these problems are discouraging. In the widely cited Canadian study by Bonta et al. [17], for example, the authors found that once risk level was taken into consideration, EM offenders no longer showed significant difference in recidivism rates compared to groups of offenders who were on probation EM and those released directly into the community with no such conditions imposed.

It can be noted that on examination of recent literature reviews on the effectiveness of EM on recidivism for different levels of risk offenders, EM practices do not hold any potential merit in improving outcomes. However, a majority of these summaries contain errors. An example of such error is Renzema and Mayo Wilson’s [18] review which illustrates the process by using a flowchart of which a reduction of 154 outcome evaluations to only three that reached their criteria for inclusion. The researchers concluded that EM’s effect on recidivism has little impact. The conclusion of EM’s impact on recidivism as having little impact warrants skepticism since a broad conclusion is based on only three literature which are characterized with results that show either mixed or inconclusive [19,20] examined the effects of various intermediate sanctions on recidivism. However only six studies were involved in this meta-analysis and the aggregate rates of recidivism are reported. According to their study, EM programs have minimal effect on re-offending based on the comparison between the 6% recidivism rate for EM offenders and the 4% rate for the comparison group. Although the conclusion of these studies may be valid, it is too broad to generalize since there are only a few studies involved and there is limited to small sample size of 1,414 offenders.

Other larger scale evaluations compared to the aforementioned studies provide positive results that are concerned with the impact of EM in re-offending reduction. A report was issued on October 2003 by the state of Florida on the impact of EM across varied outcome measures that include recidivism, revocation, and absconding [6]. The research covered a ten-year period commencing from July 1993 and ending on June 2003 that involved 63,000 cases which had a controlled background factors that include current offense type, sentence length, prior convictions, violations, and demographic characteristics. Evaluation of outcomes was followed-up in a two-year period. The report concluded that when comparing offenders who participated in the EM program to those offenders under community supervision who were without EM supervision, the latter were more likely to commit a new crime (i.e. 2.8% vs. 9.8% respectively), have a doubled possibility of committing a new offense (i.e. 3.1% vs 3.5%), and more than thrice to commit absconding (i.e. 7.0% vs. 16.1%). Furthermore, offenders who were not under the EM program double the possibility of revocation of their release for any type offence compared to those under EM supervision. In another study of Padgett et al. [9], positive results across comparable outcome indices were obtained from a Florida-Based study of a five-year cohort of 75,661 serious offenders placed on home confinement. GPS technology’s incremental value relative to RF equipment was also examined in this study. The reduction of the likelihood of revocation for a new offence and absconding from supervision were significantly reduced by both monitoring systems. The use of GPS monitoring’s enhanced surveillance capabilities and RF
monitoring had the same deterring effect across diverse groups of offenders (i.e. property, violent, and drug offenders) in terms of reduction of revocations and of absconding incidents. The results of these studies emphasize that there is significant inhibiting effect on offending behavior for diverse groups of offenders with the use of EM technology. However, the study is delimited to whether these inhibiting qualities are influenced by the duration of the monitoring period and effects to long-term changes in behavior. Public safety is enhanced when EM is being used. Furthermore, the study recommends the conduct of future researches that address EM’s long term viability as a tool for rehabilitation. In addition to this outcome evaluation, it is also recommended that there will be a comparison of the relative efficacy of GPS technology compared to other types of monitoring in terms of the effect of re-offending.

European countries and the United States focus their efforts in EM programs. Scientific studies made on EM in Sweden, England, Netherlands, and Belgium show positive results in terms of the effectivity of EM technology in reduction of re-offending and compliance with release conditions (Boelens, Jonsson, & Whitfield, 2003). Studies that target high-risk offenders show successful program completion rates of as high as 80% to 90% in many cases. EM programs all over Europe have suggested that these have significant effect in improving community supervision practices in working with individuals that are considered high-risk offenders. Contradictory results are produced in the review of different researches that focus on the effectiveness of EM in reducing recidivism rates. Although EM programs have been used for approximately two decades, it is only of recent times that evaluations of the results of such programs come out. Recent studies on the probability to re-offend on low-risk offenders have been made whether they are under the EM programs or not. Moreover, most studies conclude that it is not the EM programs that have brought positive effects but on the risk level of offenders [16].

On the other hand, other studies result to positive results that have included high-risk offenders based on larger sample sizes, ‘enhanced methodological rigor, and superior data analytic techniques’ [19]. Although most studies do not conclude that EM has a significant effect on reduction of recidivism rates, it is not correct to say that EM programs have no role. EM’s surveillance capabilities which are beyond traditional human monitoring practices increase trust in the system for public safety and security. Furthermore, offenders in the rehabilitation process would be highly motivated to join EM’s programs which could result to achieving long-term behavioral change [21,22].

**Moving Forward: Recommendations for Advancing EM Practices**

Outcomes of this study should also help identify questions for future research. This research should provide insight into the use of Disruptive Innovation in Government through the examination of Electronic Monitoring on the U.S. prison system. Until there are conclusive studies that merit the effectiveness of electronic monitoring programs, there will be continued gray areas in the true reduction of recidivism rates. Various issues need to be addressed that are of importance. It is suggested that comparisons among different levels of offenders be conducted with both radio frequency and global positioning system devices and there should be further exploration between successful completions of programs employed. Surveys on how offenders perceive electronic monitoring programs, and the public’s opinion on such practices in the criminal justice process should also be conducted [23-33].
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